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ABSTRACT
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model is used in large-eddy simulation (LES) mode to
investigate a lake-breeze case occurring on 12 June 2012 over the Lake Taihu region of China. Observational
data from 15 locations, wind profiler radar, and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) are used to evaluate the WRF nested-LES performance in simulating lake breezes. Results indicate
that the simulated temporal and spatial variations of the lake breeze by WRF nested LES are consistent with
observations. The simulations with high-resolution grid spacing and the LES scheme have a high correlation
coefficient and low mean bias when evaluated against 2-m temperature, 10-m wind, and horizontal and
vertical lake-breeze circulations. The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) remains stable over the lake
throughout the lake-breeze event, and the stability becomes even stronger as the lake breeze reaches its
mature stage. The improved ABL simulation with LES at a grid spacing of 150 m indicates that the non-LES
planetary boundary layer parameterization scheme does not adequately represent subgrid-scale turbulent
motions. Running WRF fully coupled to a lake model improves lake-surface temperature and consequently
the lake-breeze simulations. Allowing for additional model spinup results in a positive impact on lake-surface
temperature prediction but is a heavy computational burden. Refinement of a water-property parameter used
in the Community Land Model, version 4.5, within WRF and constraining the lake-surface temperature with
observational data would further improve lake-breeze representation.

1. Introduction
Lake breezes, which are local circulations driven by
the thermal contrast between lake and nearby land, are
often observed near lakeshores under clear and calm
weather conditions with strong solar radiation (Lyons
1972; Sills et al. 2011). Lake breezes may pose an important constraint on local weather and air quality in
the lakeshore areas where population density is often
highest (Rao et al. 2008; Gronewold et al. 2013). Usually
convective activities are suppressed near lakeshores
where lake breezes transport cooler and more humid air
Corresponding author: Jianping Huang, jianping.huang@noaa.gov

from lake to land. However, severe storms related to
deep convection are likely to be triggered inland at the
lake-breeze frontal line where convergence tends to be
strong (Laird et al. 2001). While air pollutant dispersion
and transport patterns are modified by lake breezes, air
quality deterioration can be alleviated to a large extent
(Crosman and Horel 2010). On the other hand, air
quality could be worsened if air pollutants concentrate
along the convergence zone in and around urban areas
where emissions are concentrated (Keen and Lyons
1978; McNider et al. 2018). Thus, improving lake-breeze
predictions on a regional or local scale continues to
represent a great interest to weather and air quality
forecast and research.
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FIG. 1. (top) The WRF Model domain–five nested meshes with horizontal resolution of
12.15, 4.05, 1.35, 0.45 and 0.15 km, and (bottom) land-use categories, locations of meteorological observational sites, eddy covariance monitoring sites (BFG, DPK, and MLW), and wind
profiler radar (WPR; DS) along Lake Taihu over the innermost domain (D05). The outermost
domain (D01) covers Jiangsu (JS), Shanghai (SH), north Zhejiang (ZJ), north Jiangxi (JX) and
east Anhui (AH) Provinces. A line (line a–b) passing through the center point of the lake and
Wuxi urban city in the innermost domain (D05, bottom panel) is selected for representing the
cross section of vertical circulation.

Characterization of lake breezes is critical for improving numerical weather and air quality predictions in
the areas near sizable lakes. The widely used parameters
characterizing lake breezes include frequency, onset,
cessation, duration, depth, and maximum penetration

distance. Most of them have been widely studied
through observational and numerical modeling studies
(e.g., Lyons 1972; Sills et al. 2011; Kehler et al. 2016;
Mariani et al. 2018). The results indicate that the characteristics of lake breezes vary greatly with lake properties,
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TABLE 1. Configuration of the WRF simulation.

Domains

D01

D02

D03

D04

D05

Resolution (km)
No. of grid points (lon 3 lat)
Microphysics
Longwave radiation
Shortwave radiation
Land surface model
Cumulus parameterization
Planetary boundary layer
Lake model

12.15
76 3 67
WSM3
RRTM
Dudhia
CLM V4
Kain–Fritsch
YSU
CLM V4.5

4.05
154 3 145
WSM3
RRTM
Dudhia
CLM V4
Off
YSU
CLM V4.5

1.35
322 3 313
WSM3
RRTM
Dudhia
CLM V4
Off
YSU
CLM V4.5

0.45
490 3 481
WSM3
RRTM
Dudhia
CLM V4
Off
LES
CLM V4.5

0.15
598 3 589
WSM3
RRTM
Dudhia
CLM V4
Off
LES
CLM V4.5

such as lake size and depth. Typically, a large and deep
lake has larger frequency, longer duration, higher lakebreeze depth, and stronger lake breezes than a small or
middle-sized lake. For instance, the frequency of lake
breezes in the southern Great Lakes regions with deep
lakes was about 83% in June–August 2007 (Sills et al.
2011), much higher than that observed in the region near
Lake Taihu (a shallow lake) in summer 2012 (13%–40%;
Wang et al. 2017). However, in comparison with large and
deep lakes, general features of lake breezes of small- and
middle-sized lakes are not well quantified because of lack
of a high-density monitoring network.
Physical parameterizations and grid spacing are the
two important factors affecting numerical predictions of
sea and lake breezes. Significant advancements have been
made in model dynamics, treatment of physical processes,
grid spacing, and computational efficiency since the numerical model was first applied to simulate sea breezes
(Pearce 1955). However, uncertainties still remain in
numerical predictions of sea and lake breezes (Fovell
2005; Zhang et al. 2005; Antonelli and Rotunno 2007;
Freitas et al. 2007; Thompson et al. 2007; Dandou et al.
2009; Kala et al. 2010; Sills et al. 2011). Among the factors
causing numerical prediction biases, physical parameterizations and grid spacing are two important ones. For
instance, the existing planetary boundary layer (PBL)
schemes tend to underpredict the PBL heights significantly over a lake or ocean surface and during nighttime
(Dabberdt et al. 2004; Apel et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2010).
The prediction biases are usually linked to simulation of a
stable or neutral atmospheric boundary layer. Additionally, finescale structures of the atmospheric turbulence
and interactions between lake breezes and geophysical
variables are not explicitly resolved because of insufficient grid spacing employed in regional model simulations (Lambert 1974; Rao et al. 1999; Colby 2004).
Surface or near-surface water temperature is of primary importance for simulating lake/sea breezes. Temperature contrasts between land and water is the ultimate
driving force of these thermal circulations, and this aspect
of sea/lake breezes has received considerable attention.

However, the lake-surface temperature itself has not.
While this issue is not a large concern for a large and deep
lake whose surface temperature shows a small diurnal
variation (Segal and Pielke 1985), it can be problematic
for a shallow lake where large diurnal changes of lakesurface temperature occur (Deng et al. 2013; Wang
et al. 2017).
Large-eddy simulation (LES) models are an ideal tool
to quantify the impacts of geophysical variables on lake or
sea breezes and to improve numerical prediction biases
that are due to grid spacing and physical parameterization
schemes. Crosman and Horel (2012) used a series of
idealized LESs to examine the sensitivity of the sea and
lake breezes to lake size, surface sensible heat flux,
and atmospheric stability. They found that lake breezes
show a similarity to the sea counterparts during the
morning developmental phase, but a much weaker horizontal wind speed component and smaller inland penetration distance in the afternoon. Although stand-alone
LES is a valuable tool, it is limited to idealized initial
profiles, prescribed spatially homogeneous land surface
and forcing, and periodic boundary layer conditions (e.g.,
Khairoutdinov et al. 2009; Heath et al. 2017).
The limitations of the traditional LES can be alleviated to some extent by using the LES nesting within a
mesoscale model such as WRF (Heath et al. 2017). The
advantage of the WRF nested LES lies in better representation of unresolved-scale motions and more realistic
initial and lateral boundary conditions. The WRF nested
LES has shown promising results in several meteorological research areas, such as PBL turbulence (Talbot
et al. 2007), stratocumulus clouds (Zhu et al. 2010), and
deep convection (Hanley et al. 2015; Stein et al . 2014;
Heath et al. 2017). However, the WRF nested LES has
not been applied to simulate lake- or sea-breeze development. The stable boundary layer over lakes during
lake-breeze development imposes a challenge to the
WRF nested-LES modeling framework.
Lake Taihu is a large and shallow lake (average depth
of 1.9 m and total area of 2400 km2) in the Yangtze River
delta in China. Previous studies have found that, for the
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FIG. 2. Time series of simulation–observation comparison for 2-m air temperature at four sites on the (a) east
(M3908), (b) north (M3852), (c) west (K5027), and (d) south (K5001) sides of the lake from domain D05. The time
period covers 0200–2000 LST 12 Jun 2012 (from 1800 UTC 11 Jun to 1200 UTC 12 Jun 2012).

large-sized lakes with width in excess of 80 km, the intensity of lake breezes tends to resemble that of sea
breezes (Crosman and Horel 2012). As compared with sea
breezes or lake breezes over large and deep lakes, few
studies have been conducted on lake breezes over shallow
lakes. Recently, Wang et al. (2017) presented one full year
of observational data (2012) to characterize the general
characteristics of lake breezes over Lake Taihu. The observational analysis indicates that the lake breeze at Lake
Taihu occurs less frequently (e.g., average value of 12%–
17% in 2012), has a weaker lake-breeze wind speed (a
range of 1.5–3.3 m s21) and a shorter duration (3.5 h) when
compared with lake breezes at deep lakes such as Lake
Michigan (Lyons 1972; Comer and McKendry 1993; Laird

et al. 2001). Such observational analysis forms a base for
better understanding the lake-breeze formation mechanism and for improving numerical predictions. However,
some important features, such as maximum penetration
distance, are still not well quantified.
In this study, the WRF nested LES is used to investigate a typical lake-breeze case occurring over Lake
Taihu and fill the abovementioned knowledge gap. The
Community Land Model, version 4.5 (CLM V4.5), lake
model (Oleson et al. 2013; Gu et al. 2015) is also employed to compute lake-surface temperature and improve the calculation of temperature gradients near the
lake shorelines. The simulations are evaluated with highresolution monitoring data (Wang et al. 2017). The nested
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FIG. 3. Time series of simulation–observation comparison for 10-m wind vector at four sites on the east (M3908),
north (M3852), west (K5027), and south (K5001) sides of the lake.

domain simulations without LES setting are compared
with those with LES settings to examine the impact of
grid spacing and the PBL parameterization on surface
temperature, intensity, and depth of lake breezes. The
specific objectives of this study are 1) to improve the lakebreeze predictions by using the WRF nested LES with a
lake model and 2) to quantify the impact of grid spacing
and lake model on lake-breeze predictions.

2. Method and data
a. Brief description of the WRF nested LES
The state-of-the-art numerical schemes (i.e., higherorder time and advection schemes), massively parallel
computation design, and diversified grid nesting skills
allow the WRF Model to extend its capability beyond
the mesoscale to perform LES. The numerical schemes
used in the WRF Model for LES applications differ
substantially from those used in traditional LES studies
(Moeng 1984). The former uses a finite-differencing
scheme to solve fully compressible equations whereas
the latter uses the Fourier spectrum method to solve
incompressible equations. Several LES intercomparisons indicate that the first- and second-order turbulence
statistics are not sensitive to the numerical schemes
(Nieuwstadt et al. 1993; Andren et al. 1994).
In the WRF nested LES, a sub-filter-scale (SFS) model
is used to calculate the contribution of unresolved-scale
turbulent motion to the total flux or variance. The
relative contribution of unresolved-scale turbulence

motion is larger in the coarse-grid domain than in the
fine-grid domain. The SFS model is able to calculate
the amount of heat and momentum fluxes transported
by the SFS turbulent motion (Moeng et al. 2007). Accurate representation of unresolved-scale motion by a
SFS model is the key that allows the WRF to perform
LES. There are two SFS models in the WRF Model
for calculating turbulence closure: the 3D Smagorinsky
(1963) and the 1.5-order turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
(Stull 1988) closures. This study uses the 1.5-order
TKE closure for the SFS turbulent stress of scalars. The
nonlinear backscatter and anisotropic (NBA) model
(Kosović 1997; Mirocha et al. 2010) is used to calculate the
SFS turbulent stress for momentum and shows the potential of performing coarse-resolution LES with comparative performance to a higher-resolution version. For
instance, the WRF nested-LES method has been used to
study Hurricane Katrina at grid spacing of 333.3 m by
Green and Zhang (2015). These results are encouraging
and motivating further use of the NBA SFS model in realworld cases.
There are two options for running LES with the WRF
Model. The first one is to perform simulations with the
WRF code using idealized LES settings, that is, single
thermodynamic profile, spatially homogeneous forcing
and period boundary layer conditions. The second one
represents the case that the LES domains are nested
within a regional-scale domain, allowing for more realistic initial and boundary conditions. In this study, the
latter is selected and LESs are performed with two
nesting domains.
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air vapor pressure, wind speed, solar radiation, and
longwave atmospheric radiation, which are predicted
by the WRF. The surface temperature predicted by
the lake model is sent back to the WRF during the
simulations.

b. Configurations of the WRF nested LES

FIG. 4. A comparison of observed (black arrows) and predicted
(white arrows) winds together with simulated surface temperature
at 1300 LST (0500 UTC) 12 Jun. Two black-outlined boxes and
their center points (A and B) are selected to represent the areas
of the lake and land, respectively, and to present the profiles of
potential temperature.

The lake model is a one-dimensional thermal diffusion model embedded in the CLM V4.5. The water
temperature is predicted by solving a mass and energy
balance equation in which the vertical transfer of heat
is simulated by eddy conductivity and convective mixing (Hostetler and Bartlein 1990). The inputs driving
the lake model include air temperature, water vapor,

WRF, version 3.7.1, was employed with 5 two-way
nested domains (Fig. 1). The horizontal spacing from the
outermost (domain 1; D01) to the innermost (domain 5;
D05) domain is 12.15, 4.05, 1.35, 0.45, and 0.15 km, respectively. The corresponding numbers of grid points
are 76 3 67, 154 3 145, 322 3 313, 490 3 481, and
598 3 589. The outermost domain covers Jiangsu (JS),
Shanghai (SH), north Zhejiang (ZJ), north Jiangxi (JX),
and east Anhui (AH) Provinces, while the innermost
domain includes Lake Taihu and the surrounding major
cities such as Suzhou (east side), Huzhou (south), Yixing
(west), and Wuxi (north). There are 76 terrain-following
layers defined from the surface to the 100-hPa level, with
34 layers within the first 1500 m above ground level
(AGL). Thirty arc-second (approximately 1 km) landuse and land-cover data derived from MODIS measurements were used by the WRF–LES simulations in
all of the domains.
Initial conditions are used in D01, D02, and D03,
whereas LES settings are used in D04 and D05. The initial conditions and lateral boundary conditions (LBCs)
for D01 are provided by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast System,
version 2 (CFSv2), reanalysis data with a horizontal
resolution of 0.58 and an interval of 6 h. The LBCs of

FIG. 5. A comparison of observed (WPR) and simulated vertical profiles of (a) wind speed and (b) wind direction
at 1400 LST (0600 UTC) 12 Jun 2012.
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FIG. 6. (a) Simulated and (b) satellite-retrieved surface temperature (K) at 1330 LST (0530 UTC) 12 Jun 2012.

the other four domains are provided dynamically by
their respective outer-domain simulations. The physics
schemes used in these domains are summarized in
Table 1. All of the domains use the WRF single-moment
3-class simple ice (WSM3) microphysics scheme (Hong
et al. 2004), the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model
(RRTM; Mlawer et al. 1997) for longwave radiation, the
Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme (Dudhia 1989), and
the CLM V4 land surface model (Oleson et al. 2010;
Lawrence et al. 2010). There are two exceptions for
the physics parameterization schemes. First, the Kain–
Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme is only applied
to D01 (Kain and Fritsch 1993). A convective parameterization is typically required when grid spacing is larger than
10 km (Wong et al. 2013). Second, the Yonsei University
(YSU) PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006) is used in D01, D02
and D03, whereas LES closure is used in D04 and D05.
The CLM V4.5 lake model is used to simulate lakesurface temperature. The average depth of Lake Taihu
(i.e., 2 m) is utilized in the simulations. The depth of the
first layer is set to 0.1 m, and then the depth gradually
increases from the second layer to the tenth layer at the
bottom. The initial lake-surface temperature is defined
with the CFSv2 reanalysis data, and water temperatures
at different layers in the lake are initialized through
the linear interpolation between lake-surface temperature and lake-bottom temperature, which is set
to a constant (i.e., 277 K in this study). During the
simulation, a Crank–Nicholson thermal diffusion solution is used to compute the lake temperature of each
layer (Oleson et al. 2004). A total of 10 layers are
defined for solving the vertical distribution of water

temperature. The heat flux exchange between the lake
and soil is calculated based on the energy transfer
equation at the lake bottom.

c. Observational data
The observational data used for model evaluations
include hourly air temperature at 1.5 m AGL, 10-m
wind speeds and wind direction, water temperature,
vertical profiles of wind and satellite-retrieved surface temperature. There were 15 surface automated
weather stations available for temperature and wind measurements around Lake Taihu. Three eddy-covariance
monitoring sites (BFG, DPK, and MLW; see Fig 1 for
their locations) over the lake provide water temperature
and solar radiation (BFG) (Lee et al. 2014). An on-site
wind profiler radar (WPR) located in DS station with a
sampling frequency of 6 min provides vertical profile of
wind speed and wind direction up to a height of 5000 m.
The measurement biases of WPR data for wind speed and
wind direction were less than 1 m s21 and 108, respectively.
Locations of these stations are shown in Fig. 1.
Quality control measures are taken to ensure the
quality of all the observational data. Four of the surface
observational sites (M3851, M3854, M3907, and M3912)
on land are excluded because of missing data and are not
shown in Fig. 1. Meanwhile, data outliers are excluded
based on the values associated with extreme events and
the law of spatial and temporal continuities. For example, observed temperature higher than 45.08C or lower
than 210.08C or wind speed higher than 30.0 m s21 is not
included in our analysis and model evaluations. In addition, observed winds are not used for the model
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FIG. 7. Time series comparison of observations and simulations in domain D03 and domain D05 for 2-m air
temperature at four sites on the (a) east (M3908), (b) north (M3852), (c) west (K5027), and (d) south (K5001) sides
of the lake.

evaluation when wind speed lower than 0.1 m s21 lasted
for more than 1 h because such low wind speed is likely
caused by instrument errors (Wang et al. 2017). Low
winds with speed less than 0.1 m s21 and duration less
than 1 h are not excluded (Wang et al. 2017).

3. Results
a. Evaluation of LES modeling of the lake breeze
WRF nested-LES simulations were performed from
0200 local standard time (LST) [8 h ahead of coordinated
universal time (UTC)] 12 June to 2000 LST 13 June 2012
to simulate the temporal and spatial variations of a lake

breeze. On this day, the Yangtze River delta region
where Lake Taihu is located was under the influence of a
high pressure system with its center at Shanghai (21.268N,
121.358E), China. The weather was characterized by weak
geostrophic winds (less than 4.0 m s21) in the morning,
strong solar radiation (with the maximum value of
794.9 W m22 around solar noon at BFG site) and clear sky;
these conditions were conducive to development of the
lake-breeze circulation.
Surface temperature is critical for lake-breeze simulations. Figure 2 shows a time series comparison of the
simulated 2-m air temperature in D05 with observations
at four land sites near the lakeshore. These sites are
located on the four sides of the lake and their locations
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for 10-m wind speeds.

are shown in Fig. 1b. It is noted that the initial temperatures are underestimated at southern and western
lakeshores. The largest underestimation reaches 2.0 K
on the western shore at site K5027 (see location in

Fig. 1). The underpredictions are likely attributed to
various factors, including lack of long-enough spinup
time, inappropriate model setup or physics parameterizations, and inaccurate representation of underlying

TABLE 2. The statistical evaluation (correlation coefficients Cr, mean bias MB, and root-mean-square errors RMSE) of measured and
predicted 2-m air temperature T, 10-m wind speed (WSP), and U and V wind components among domains D05, D04, D03, D02, and D01
during the simulation period on 12 Jun 2012.
Cr

D05
D04
D03
D02
D01

MB

RMSE

T

WSP

U

V

T (K)

WSP (m s21)

T (K)

WSP (m s21)

0.94
0.92
0.92
0.90
0.90

0.36
0.32
0.30
0.24
0.19

0.49
0.42
0.38
0.35
0.15

0.53
0.45
0.46
0.52
0.50

1.78
1.96
2.42
2.47
2.51

0.92
1.05
1.23
1.28
1.37

3.10
3.12
3.18
3.21
3.25

1.89
1.94
2.06
2.11
2.17
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FIG. 9. Cross sections of wind field (arrows; vertical velocity W component multiplied by
5 for highlighting the vertical circulation when plotting wind vectors), air temperature
(shaded), and relative humidity (contours) from (a) domain D03 and (b) domain D05 at 1300
LST (0500 UTC) 12 Jun 2012. The lake surface is represented by the solid blue line, and city
Wuxi is marked by the solid magenta line.

geographic data in the domains. Among them, underlying geographic data that are not represented
properly by the WRF nested LES in the domain (i.e.,
D03) is likely the important one. This indicates that
finescale underlying geographic data is critical to simulate the local winds. It is noted that the WRF nestedLES model adjusts itself through time quite well. It
captures the increasing temperature and follows the
general trend of observations closely after sunrise. Surprisingly, the WRF nested LES is still not able to reproduce the local maximum temperature at the east and
north sites, even with a horizontal grid spacing of 150 m.
The mean 2-m air temperature is underestimated by 1.2,
1.5, 1.8, and 2.0 K at the east, north, west, and south
sides, respectively. Exclusion of local anthropogenic
heat source from the surface energy budget equation
and prediction biases of water temperature are likely
part of the reason for such biases.

Figure 3 shows a simulation–observation comparison
of wind vectors at the same four sites as presented in
Fig. 2. Observations show that the lake breeze developed
at western and northern lakeshores (e.g., sites K5027 and
M3852) around 1000–1100 LST, about 1 h earlier than the
time at other two lakeshore sites. The synoptic-scale
easterly winds likely support the early development of
the lake breeze on the western lakeshore. The lakebreeze duration observed at the southern lakeshore is
3–4 h, which is much shorter than that at the northern
lakeshore (about 9 h). The observed lake-breeze wind
speed is 0.1–2.9 m s21, much weaker than that observed at
deep lakes such as Lake Michigan, where the highest
lake-breeze wind speed is typically 6 m s21 (Comer and
McKendry 1993). The simulations show pretty good
agreement with observations at the western shore in
terms of onset time, duration, and the lake-breeze wind
speed. This is likely related to the relatively flat
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FIG. 10. Subregion average vertical profiles of simulated potential temperature u above lake (site A; solid lines) and land (site B;
dots) at (a) 0900 LST (0100 UTC) and (b) 1300 LST (0500 UTC)
12 Jun 2012. Sites A and B are indicated in Fig. 4.

terrain to the west of the lake. The model has a similar
performance at the northern lakeshore but the lakebreeze wind speed is overpredicted by 0.9–2.9 m s21 in
the late afternoon.
The overlay plot of the WRF nested-LES outputs in
the innermost domain and the observations at 1300 LST
is presented in Fig. 4. The onshore lake breeze was
well developed along the shorelines at that time. The
WRF nested LES slightly overpredicts the wind speed.
The overprediction is partly attributed to underprediction
of lake-surface temperature that may enhance lake–land
temperature difference. The underprediction of lakesurface temperature will be discussed further in section 3c.
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The mean bias (MB) errors for 15 stations of the U and
V components of the 10-m wind are 1.69 and 1.30 m s21,
respectively, the corresponding root-mean-square errors (RMSE) are 2.01 and 1.59 ms21, and correlation
coefficients Cr are 0.49 and 0.53.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of simulated wind vertical
profiles with the WPR data at 1400 LST. In general, the
model captures the vertical profile patterns of both wind
speed and wind direction pretty well, especially between
400 and 1000 m. However, the model fails to reproduce
the observed winds near surface. Specifically, the observation shows northerly to northeasterly wind with wind
speed up to 4.7 m s21 near the surface, whereas the
simulation displays southerly wind with speeds of less
than 2.0 m s21. The WPR is positioned in a narrow land
surrounded on three sides by lake over the southeastern part of Lake Taihu. The complex local circulations
in the lower layer may exert an important impact on
wind fields, which helps to explain the large deviation
near surface.
Several statistical parameters (Cr, MB, and RMSE)
are calculated to evaluate the model performance at
different stages of the lake-breeze evolution. The results
show that Cr is about 0.25 before 1000 LST, then increases to 0.73 during 1200–1700 LST, and finally decreases to approximately 0.45 in the following hours.
Accordingly, MB (RMSE) decreases from 2.13 m s21
(2.06 m s21) to 1.41 m s21 (1.63 m s21) and then increases
to 1.89 m s21 (1.75 m s21). This indicates that the model
performs better at the mature stage than at the beginning and dissipation of lake breeze.
Land and lake-surface temperatures retrieved from
MODIS satellite measurements are utilized to further assess the WRF nested-LES performance in simulating surface temperature. Several prominent features can be
identified from Fig. 6. First, the WRF nested LES is
able to capture the spatial distribution pattern of surface temperature presented by MODIS retrieval data
(Fig. 4) with lower temperature over lake and higher
values over land especially on the northeastern side of
the lake. Second, less spatial variability is seen from the
retrieved surface temperature mainly because of relatively coarse resolution (1 km 3 1 km). Third, the retrieval data show less land–lake temperature contrast
as compared to the simulated values.
Further inspection of the model output shows that the
characteristics of the lake breeze vary from one lakeshore to another, depending on the physical properties
of the land and the water. Among the physical properties, urban heat island effect and lake-surface temperature are the two important factors. For instance, the
maximum depth of the lake-breeze circulation reaches
1.6 km in the northern lakeshore where the urban heat
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FIG. 11. A comparison of simulated lake-surface
temperature from different scenarios and observations
at three sites in the lake: (a) DPK, (b) BFG, and
(c) MLW (nolake: lake model was turned off; withlake:
the lake model was turned on; modified: the lake model
was turned on with modified parameters).

island effect is the most pronounced. This will be discussed further when we examine Fig. 9 below. As a result, the lake breeze at the northern lakeshore is much
stronger than at the other shores. In addition, surface
temperature differences between different lakeshores
are partially attributed to the fact that the large-scale
flow direction with respect to the shoreline affects
the evolution and inland propagation of lake front
(McPherson 1970; Mahrer and Segal 1985; Gilliam
et al. 2004).

b. Impact of grid spacing and LES scheme on
lake-breeze simulations
In this section, the simulations between D03 and D05
are compared to examine the impact of grid spacing and
LES scheme on lake-breeze simulations: The D05 simulation represents the combined effect of fine grid
spacing and LES settings. Figure 7 shows a comparison
of the 2-m air temperature at four representative sites.
It is clear that the simulated 2-m temperatures in D05
shows much better agreement with observations, especially at the two sites on the eastern and northern
lakeshores. The D03 simulation fails to reproduce diurnal pattern of 2-m temperature at these two sites because these two sites are treated as lake rather than land
surface. The land use and land cover at other two sites
are treated correctly in the simulations. Overall, the D05

simulation shows better agreement with observations
than that of D03.
Wind simulations are more challenging. As shown in
Fig. 8, the D05 simulation shows better agreement with
observations when compared with the D03 simulation.
Close examination of x–y-plane plots of vertical velocity
near the surface (e.g., 100 m above ground level) shows
that the turbulence organized structures (TOSs) can be
clearly identified over land in D05 rather than in D03
(figures not shown). TOSs represent an important energy transport mechanism in the boundary layer. The
TOSs are well resolved by the simulations at a grid
spacing of 150 m over land but not for over lake. This
suggests that the unresolved turbulent motions by
coarse grid spacing (e.g., D3 in this study) could be one
of the important reasons causing wind prediction biases.
A summary of performance statistics is given in
Table 2 to further demonstrate the impact of grid
spacing and LES settings on the lake-breeze simulations. Higher Cr, lower MB, and lower RMSE indicate
that the LES run is more successful in capturing temporal and spatial variations of 2-m air temperature and
10-m wind speed. The Cr for the 2-m air temperature
increases from 0.90 to 0.94 as the grid spacing reduces
from 12.15 km to 150 m, and the MB decreases from 2.5
to 1.8 K with the corresponding RMSEs reducing from
3.3 to 3.1 K. Decrease in both MB and RMSE from D01
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FIG. 12. A comparison of simulated 2-m temperature from different scenarios and observations at four sites on
the (a) east (M3908), (b) north (M3852), (c) west (K5027) and (d) south (K5001) sides of the lake (nolake: lake
model was turned off; withlake: the lake model was turned on; modified: the lake model was turned on with
modified parameter).

to D05 suggests that refined grid spacing improves the
wind speed predictions. Generally, the Cr values for
wind speeds from the standard WRF are low (0.19).
Refinement of grid spacing together with LES settings
leads to substantial improvement: the Cr values for
wind speed and U component are increased by 17% and
34%, respectively, in comparison with those from the
standard WRF.
The impact of grid spacing on lake-breeze simulations
can be assessed further by examining cross-section plots.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of simulated air temperature and relative humidity between D05 and D03 along a
transect through the center point of the lake and Wuxi
City (Fig. 1) at 1300 LST. Both grid-spacing simulations
show similar spatial patterns of potential temperature
with warm and stratified layer structures and strong
vertical gradient of temperature over the city and weak
vertical gradients over the lake. In contrast, the impact
of grid spacing on wind simulations is more discernible.
The winds simulated with D05 are stronger than those
with D03, especially over the city. The thermal circulation in D05 reaches higher vertically and penetrates
farther inland than the circulation simulated with D03.
Meanwhile, the relative humidity simulated with fine

grid spacing displays larger fluctuation than that in D03
simulation.
The modeled lake-breeze depth can be defined as a
height at which the horizontal winds shift to offshore
flow (Crosman and Horel 2012). As illustrated in Fig. 9,
the lake breeze reaches approximately 0.7 km above the
lake and the maximum height of the wind-reverse layer
is 1.6 km above the Wuxi urban area, as a result of the
daytime urban heat island effect (UHI, a phenomenon
that urban area is significantly warmer than its surroundings). The height of onshore flow is in agreement
with the observation near the lake region with a range of
500–600 m (Wang et al. 2017). The stronger low-level
onshore flow is limited to the nearshore areas.
Figure 10 shows a comparison of the vertical potential
temperature u profile simulated using two grid spacings
(D03 and D05) over the lake and land areas at 0900 LST
(before lake-breeze onset) and 1300 LST (mature stage).
The simulated u profiles are very different between the
lake and the land. The profiles over the lake show a
multilayered structure with an inversion at a gradient of
3 K near the lake surface, and those over the land show
structure with a layer with large u gradient near surface, a
fully mixed layer with constant u in the middle, and a
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for 10-m wind speed.

capping inversion above. The horizontal grid spacing
has a noticeable impact on the simulated vertical profiles
near surface. The LES results show a stable boundary
layer near the lake surface and an unstable boundary
layer, driven by higher surface temperature, over the land
(Fig. 10a), and a superadiabatic layer. Surprisingly,
the inversion strength is stronger at 1300 LST than at
0900 LST even though the lake-surface temperature increases from 295.4 K at 0900 LST to 296.8 K at 1300 LST.
This is because the return flow from the land heats the
upper-level air over the lake with a rate higher than the
heating rate of the lake-surface air. As the turbulence becomes more vigorous over land, the well-mixed layer fully
develops to a height of 1.4 km by 1300 LST. The simulated
u vertical profile with fine grid spacing (150 m) displays a
more uniform distribution than that of grid spacing of
1.35 km within the boundary layer and the three-layered
structure is more evident than that with a grid spacing of
1.35 km. The land surface temperature simulated by LES is
higher than that simulated by WRF with grid spacing of
1.35 km. The simulated lake breeze tends to be stronger as
the grid spacing reduces. As discussed above, the betterresolved eddies in D05 contribute to this change.
Overall, the fine grid spacing with the LES settings
produces a more reasonable lake-breeze simulation with

more detailed structures than coarse grid spacing with
the standard WRF. The ability to produce more details
of the lake-breeze circulation makes it easier to analyze
the features of the lake breeze, such as upward motion
and the maximum lake-breeze height.

c. Impact of lake-surface temperature on
lake-breeze simulations
Lake-surface temperature is critical to improve lakebreeze predictions. In numerical models, this temperature
is typically treated as a constant and assigned to the sea
surface temperature (SST) from reanalysis data at the same
latitude of the lake. However, this treatment may cause
large prediction biases for shallow lakes like Lake Taihu. In
this section, three sensitivity runs with a lake model are
performed to examine the impact of the lake model and
thermal eddy diffusivity on simulation results. The three
experiments include the cases without lake model (nolake),
with default lake model (withlake), and with a modified
thermal eddy diffusivity in lake model (modified). In the
third run, the eddy diffusivity is reduced to 2% of the value
calculated with the Henderson-Sellers (1985) parameterization according to the work of Deng et al. (2013).
Figure 11 shows a comparison of the simulated lakesurface temperatures with observations at three sites in
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FIG. 14. Time series comparison of simulated lakesurface temperature and observations (obs) for the
cases with no spinup (D05), 6-h spinup (label Spin-6h;
D05) and 18-h spinup (label Spin-18h; D05) at the
(a) DPK, (b) BFG and (c) MLW sites.

the Lake. Three key points can be found from the figure.
First, the run with default parameters used in the lake
model shows an increase in lake-surface temperature,
but it fails to capture the diurnal variation. This is understandable since all the parameters used in the CLM
lake model are mainly developed for being applied for
the deep lakes such as the Great Lakes in North
America. According to Deng et al. (2013), the thermal
eddy diffusivity seems too strong, which leads to substantial underprediction of lake-surface temperature.
Second, the diurnal variation is well captured by the lake
model when the thermal eddy diffusivity is reduced to
2% of its default value. However, the time of the maximum lake-surface temperature is shifted by 4 h (for site
BFG) or 6 h (for site MLW) earlier than observations.
Third, although the thermal eddy diffusivity is important, it is not the only parameter affecting lake-surface
temperature. Other parameters such as water surface
thickness and albedo need to be addressed together with
the eddy diffusivity for further improvement of lakesurface temperature simulations (Deng et al. 2013).
Fourth, initialization of lake-surface temperature with
reanalysis SST may cause underpredictions of modelpredicted lake-surface temperature by up to 4.0–5.0 K at
the first six simulation hours, and this could be improved
by assimilating available lake-surface temperature observations for generating more realistic initial conditions
of lake-surface temperature.

The corresponding comparison of 2-m air temperature at four land sites is illustrated in Fig. 12. It is seen
that the impact of using a lake model and adjustment of
related parameters on air temperature over land is
small.
Now let us turn our attention back to the lake-breeze
simulations. As shown in Fig. 13, the lake-breeze simulations show a substantial improvement with the thermal
eddy diffusivity modified for shallow lake use. The
overpredictions are greatly improved at most of the sites
along the lakeshores (four sites presented here), and the
temporal variation patterns match well with observations. The statistical evaluation shows that, by using the
modified thermal eddy diffusivity, Cr is increased from
0.36 (nolake) to 0.69 for 10-m wind speed and bias is
decreased from 1.14 to 0.51 m s21.

4. Discussion
Our results show that the simulation of lake breezes
can be improved through use of the WRF nested LES
and inclusion of a lake model. The improvement is evident in the simulated 2-m air temperature, 10-m wind
speed, and vertical profile of potential temperature.
However, three points deserve more attention.
First, improvement to potential temperature profile is
more evident over the land than over the lake as grid
spacing increases. More SFS turbulent eddies resolved
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FIG. 15. Time series comparison of simulated 2-m air temperature and observations (Obs) for the cases without
spinup (D05), with 6-h spinup (Spin-6h; D05) and with 18-h spinup (Spin-18h; D05) at four sites on the (a) east
(M3908), (b) north (M3852), (c) west (K5027), and (d) south (K5001) sides of the lake.

explicitly by the LES with finer grid spacing account for
this improvement over the land. In other words, the
contribution of SFS to total flux or variance is not well
represented by the current PBL parameterization scheme
over the land surface where the convective boundary
layer is observed. On the other hand, the profiles between
D03 and D05 are indistinguishable over the lake where
the boundary layer remains stable throughout the lakebreeze evolution. This does not mean that the WRF PBL
parameterization scheme performs well for the stable
conditions over the lake. It is likely that even a grid
spacing of 150 m is not sufficient to resolve the eddies in
the stable boundary layer. An LES with much finer grid
spacing may bring further improvement to lake-breeze
simulations.
Second, the default parameters used in the CLM V4.5
lake model are not appropriate for shallow lakes. As
a type of eddy-diffusion model, the CLM V4.5 lake
model requires appropriate setting of various parameters (Oleson et al. 2013; Gu et al. 2015). Among them,
thermal eddy diffusivity is a critical parameter in simulating lake-surface temperature. Diurnal variation of
lake-surface temperature is better captured by the lake
model when thermal eddy diffusivity is reduced by

98% from the default value as suggested by Deng et al.
(2013). The simulated maximum lake-surface temperature tends to appear much earlier than the observations,
however. Adjustment of other parameters related to lake
properties such as water surface thickness and albedo in
CLM is likely required to better simulate lake-surface
temperature (Deng et al. 2013).
Third, increasing spinup time is likely too expensive
for improving lake-breeze predictions with the WRF
nested LES. To examine this further, two additional
simulations were completed with 6 and 18 h of spinup
(given our available computer resources), and the results are presented in Figs. 14–16. As shown in Fig. 14,
the positive impact of spinup on lake-surface temperature starts to appear after spinup time is extended to
18 h. The simulated lake-surface temperatures are increased by 1.6–2.0 K at the three sites in the lake for the
scenario with 18-h spinup run. Thus, it may take a substantial amount of spinup time for the lake model to
better capture the observed lake-surface temperature.
This perhaps is too expensive for running WRF nested
LES with five domains. However, assimilating observed
water temperatures in a lake model could be a practical
and feasible way to improve lake-surface temperature
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 15, but for 10-m wind speed.

simulation, which will be investigated separately in another study. Meanwhile, it is noticed that the impact of
increased spinup on simulation of 2-m air temperature
and 10-m wind speed is limited. These results further
demonstrate that multiple efforts are required for further improving lake-breeze simulations.

5. Conclusions
A lake-breeze case on 12 June 2012 over Lake Taihu is
investigated by using the WRF nested-LES model.
Surface measurements obtained from a high-resolution
monitoring network are used to evaluate the model
performance of 2-m air temperature and 10-m wind. The
evaluation results show that the model is able to capture
the temporal and spatial variations in these quantities
realistically.
The WRF with nested LES at a fine grid spacing of
150 m improves 2-m temperature and 10-m wind predictions when compared with its 1.35-km counterpart.
The horizontal and vertical circulations are stronger
than the results if the 1.35-km WRF setup is used. The
fine grid spacing of the LES produces realistic lakebreeze characteristics, such as the maximum lake-breeze
height and inland penetration distance. Improvement to
vertical profiles of potential temperature is more evident

over land than over the lake, indicating that the current
planetary boundary layer parameterization scheme likely
does not capture unresolved sub-filter-scale turbulent
motion accurately over the land surface. It is noted that
this conclusion is made based on a comparison between
the WRF results in D03 and the WRF nested-LES results in D05, but more observational data are needed to
validate this conclusion. Furthermore, the atmospheric
boundary layer remains stable throughout the lakebreeze evolution over the lake surface, and the stability tends to be even stronger as the lake breeze reaches
its mature stage.
Lake-surface temperature plays a critical role in the
lake-breeze predictions. Our numerical experiments
indicate that exclusion of the lake model causes an
overprediction of lake-breeze wind speed whereas use
of a lake model improves the lake-breeze simulations.
The lake-surface temperature predictions are improved
by using a modified eddy diffusivity, which is necessary
for a shallow lake like Lake Taihu (Deng et al. 2013).
Some other key lake-property parameters such as water
surface thickness and albedo need to be addressed together with thermal eddy diffusivity for further improvement of lake-breeze predictions.
The tests with increased spinup time demonstrate a
positive impact on lake-surface temperature predictions.
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It is likely that two or more days of spinup are needed to
adjust the initial lake-surface temperature accurately in
the lake model when the WRF nested LESs are conducted on multiple-level domains. This might be too expensive for the WRF nested LES with multiple-level
domains and very fine grid spacing. Alternatively, constraining water temperatures with observational data for
better initialization of the lake model could be another
feasible way to improve lake-surface temperature and
lake-breeze predictions.
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